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The Polte IoT Cloud (PIC) uses Polte’s 

patented Cloud Location over Cellular 

(C-LoC) technology to deliver an 

end-to-end solution to track and manage 

Polte-enabled IoT devices. C-LoC is a 

patented alternative to traditional GPS 

technology, leveraging ubiquitous 4G & 5G 

cellular networks and cloud computing to 

enable highly accurate indoor and outdoor 

location insights across geographies. The 

PIC delivers savings for supply chain, 

logistics, transportation, manufacturing 

and energy industries where assets are in 

motion or widely dispersed.  

Polte Cloud Location over Cellular (C-LoC) 

Technology 

 

Polte IoT Cloud (PIC) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Everything in this document is subject to Polte’s online Terms and Conditions, fair use policy, privacy policy and 

subject to compatibility with hardware and other systems.  

 

 



 

Polte Cloud Location  

over Cellular (C-LoC) Technology  

 

HOW IT WORKS 

 

 

The “Polte IoT Cloud” (PIC) is a software-only, cloud-based location platform, leveraging            

cellular signals to provide indoor and outdoor positioning for the IoT. Our location             

technology enables manufacturers to eliminate the need for additional radios,          

decreasing the cost of IoT and mobile devices. This approach completely transforms the IoT              

market, allowing 4G & 5G cellular-connected IoT devices to have the longest battery life              

and lowest cost at the smallest size possible.  

In order to receive location through the PIC, the user must utilize a cellular IoT device with                 

a Polte-enabled LTE-M chipset. This device, embedded with Polte technology, is what we             

refer to as “Powered by Polte.” Devices Powered by Polte include those found in the               

Polte Hardware Lineup, which will be expanded by an array of partners in the near               

future. Following PIC account creation and setup, the user attaches the device(s) to the              

appropriate asset or assets.  

Each device detects all raw LTE/4G & 5G signals in the surrounding area - even if it is                  

indoors, inside a vehicle, or enclosed in a package. Second, the device compresses             

and sends a small data packet to the PIC. Third, the PIC calculates location using patented                

super resolution-based algorithms, in what we call the “Polte LE.” The user is then able to                

access their asset’s location, management controls, notifications and more via a secure            

interface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: How Polte’s C-LoC Works 
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A DISRUPTIVE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Polte vs. Competing Location Technologies 

 

The tracker of tomorrow is significantly smaller and less expensive, while using            

considerably less power. Using C-LoC, Polte is replacing yesterday’s need for GPS, Wi-Fi             

and Bluetooth. 

THE POWER OF POLTE

 

 

LOCATION EVERYWHERE  

Polte’s C-LoC technology outperforms traditional Cell-ID (positioning unique IDs from a           

combination of base transceiver stations and various radio technologies) and is           

competitive with alternate location technologies like Bluetooth and Wi-Fi indoors.          

However, the innovation of C-LoC enables the ability to take that accuracy and extend it               

outdoors and across geographies - without GPS/GNSS. With smaller size, lower cost and             

longer battery life, Polte democratizes location while addressing the downfalls of competing            

technologies for the IoT. 

THE MOST ACCURATE CELLULAR IOT 

By utilizing LTE/4G & 5G signals and patented super resolution algorithms, Polte’s C-LoC             

technology offers the most accurate approach for locating cellular IoT devices.           

Polte-enabled LTE-M devices provide room level accuracy in local environments, with           
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building to neighborhood level accuracy in areas with less infrastructure or lower quality             

signals. C-LoC accuracy will be affected by several elements, including the bandwidth of the 

device, the amount of visible towers, the level of network synchronization and the             

optimization level of the Polte LE by geography.  

C-LoC accuracy and coverage can also be increased with local infrastructure. Small cell             

networks, for example, are radio access points with low radio frequency power output,             

footprint and range. These networks complement the “macro” network by essentially adding            

more “ears” - improving coverage and offering more pinpoint accuracy. C-LoC rivals            

other indoor solutions such as Bluetooth, with its inherent less need for infrastructure and              

ability to continue working anywhere there is a cellular signal, even if outdoors. 

POLTE ACCURACY TODAY 

Below is a table showing Polte’s C-LoC location accuracy today in different types of cellular               

environments, using optimized and non-optimized Polte LE. 

 Environment with 

Local 

Infrastructure 

Environment with 

High Cell Tower 

Density  

Environment with 

Low Cell Tower 

Density  

Optimized Polte LE 

Area 

“Room” Level 

Accuracy 

“Building” Level 

Accuracy 

“Street” Level 

Accuracy 

Non-Optimized 

Polte LE Area 

“Room” Level 

Accuracy 

“Street” Level 

Accuracy 

“Neighborhood” Level 

Accuracy 

 

Figure 3: Optimization of Polte LE vs. Environment Type 

POLTE ACCURACY TOMORROW 

By continuing to optimize the Polte LE globally and expanding our repertoire by porting our               

technology to Cat 1 and above chipsets, C-LoC accuracy is poised to improve over time.               

Using only the macro cellular network, Cat 1 will have approximately 50% higher accuracy              

over Cat M. 

5G New Radio (NR) rollouts will propel C-LoC further. With the onslaught of massive MIMO               

(multiple-input, multiple-output), an extensive number of antennas will be incorporated,          

providing better throughput and more spectrum efficiency. 5G’s resulting higher cell tower            

density and greater bandwidth will tighten C-LoC accuracy. At this stage, Polte will then be               

making technologies like GPS and Wi-Fi obsolete for most IoT use cases.  

In the future, Polte will be leveraging Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence             

(AI) to guide our location capabilities through programmed learning in the Polte LE. 
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LOCATION AS A SERVICE 

The PIC uses a software-only solution consisting of the Polte Location API, the Polte LE and                

the Polte Mapping Interface. With the team’s more than a decade of experience perfecting              

super resolution algorithms and securing global patents, Polte serves Industry 4.0, supply            

chain visibility and digital transformation initiatives with greater location insights for           

far less the investment.  

EASY TO DEPLOY 

Polte’s C-LoC technology leverages existing global 4G & 5G cellular networks and cloud             

computing, so there’s no need to build and maintain separate infrastructure. Polte simply             

deploys over-the-top of existing cellular networks, which reach 97% of the world population. 

WHY WE GO FROM CHIP TO CLOUD 

 

 

SECURITY 

Unlike other location technologies like GPS/GNSS, location isn’t stored or calculated on the             

device itself, making it less susceptible to common device based attacks. 

LOWER COST/LONGER BATTERY LIFE 

By shifting the computation of location to the PIC, we offload computational complexity from              

the device. We’re also using the existing cellular IoT chip and simple firmware, allowing for               

fewer radios compared to those needed for Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and GPS/GNSS. 

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 

Do whatever it is you do, freely. Continuous cloud-based updates mean no            

interruptions, and no messing with hardware upgrades. 
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The Polte IoT Cloud (PIC) 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Polte IoT Cloud Mapping Interface and Polte IoT Cloud Dashboard 

OVERVIEW

 

Polte offers customers access to the Polte IoT Cloud (PIC), which provides a suite of               

end-to-end solution capabilities for your Powered by Polte IoT devices. With features            

ranging from device and account administration to a user interface for asset management             

and tracking, the Polte Mapping Interface positions your devices - without the cost,             

battery drain and security concerns brought on by competing technologies. From           

pallets to construction site tools, our location as a service software helps you find what’s               

most important to you and build valuable insights with ease. 

FEATURE DESCRIPTIONS

 

ACCOUNT ADMINISTRATION FEATURES 

Roles Assign roles to your team as either “Admin” or “User,” allowing “Admins” access to               

manage and make changes to Powered by Polte devices, users and billing. 

Group Creation & Management Customize “Labels” for devices, along with unique           

tracking IDs. Assign these “Labels” to “Groups,” and organize the devices whichever way             

makes the most sense for your business. 
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Data Management They’re your devices, so the data associated with them is yours as              

well. We give you the flexibility to manage the data associated with the devices in your                

account. 

DEVICE CONFIGURATION & MANAGEMENT 

Device Provisioning Claim, activate and deactivate Powered by Polte devices in your            

account. We provide transparency for all your devices through a clear dashboard, including             

“Active/Inactive User Equipment” count, “Monthly Claims” and “Monthly        

Activations.” 

 

 

Figure 5: Polte IoT Cloud Dashboard 

 

Firmware Over-the-Air (FOTA) FOTA updates are available for select devices, allowing           

you to stay up-to-date on the latest capabilities and firmware releases. 

Device Configuration Management This enables customization of device parameters to          

support the unique requirements of your use case. Examples of configurable settings include             

periodicity of location updates and trigger behaviors such as increased location sensor            

periodicity when an accelerometer detects motion. 
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Figure 6: Polte IoT Cloud Configuration Tools 

ASSET MANAGEMENT 

By driving down the cost and size of our partners’ trackers, we’re allowing you to manage                

more, and smaller, assets. We’ve built our Polte Mapping Interface around giving you             

convenient ways to manage this greater number of visible goods.  

Fill in the blind spots - manage your business’ things all in one place, from anywhere you                 

go. With the ability to quickly monitor accurate location, receive updates for predefined             

triggers, and view reporting on the status of your Powered by Polte IoT devices, increased               

visibility is in the palm of your hand (or laptop).  

ASSET TRACKING 

Location API It’s the core of what we do. We provide accurate location for all of your                 

connected assets with latitude, longitude and confidence levels. Get building, street or            

neighborhood level accuracy depending on factors including your environment and Powered           

by Polte device capability.  
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Figure 7: Polte IoT Cloud Mapping Interface 

 

Polte Mapping Interface See where your stuff is - and was. View location coordinates              

and real-time updates on your devices, or use the Polte Mapping Interface. The Polte              

Mapping Interface’s track and trace functionality determines the time frames of a device’s             

location with the “History” feature. Need location at specific intervals? Configure your            

reporting to be delivered at your desired frequency. 

Real-time results are summarized in reports adjustable through filters such as “Label,”            

“Group,” “Location” and “Time.” Location “History” will be shown with “Time” and            

“Address,” allowing for editable date ranges. 

Radial Confidence Toggle the “Radial Confidence” and render the confidence level           

surrounding each location. A small circle indicates the LE is confident in its location (based               

on cell towers) and a large circle indicates less confidence. 

Geofences & Landmarks Build “Geofences” or define “Landmarks” around points of           

interest, and receive alerts straight to your notification inbox when a device enters or exits               

a specific Geofence. 

Reverse Geocoding Convert latitude and longitude coordinates to readable addresses,          

which you can use to highlight locations within the Polte Mapping Interface. 
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NOTIFICATIONS & ALERTS 

Create SMS, email and web notifications based on customized events. For example -             

receive an alert when an asset or group of assets trigger a geofence or battery threshold.                

INTEGRATIONS & APIs 

Developers: Have your own tracking application, or want to use capabilities not available             

with us yet? Easily integrate the Polte Location API with third party platforms and              

enterprise systems using industry standard interfaces, including REST, Webhooks, MQTT,          

AWS IoT Core and projected for Q2 2020, LWM2M.  

SUPPORT  

Polte’s support team is ready to provide assistance with setup and guide you on best               

practices throughout your use, empowering you to get the most from the PIC. For any               

questions or issues on your existing account, don’t hesitate to reach out to us at               

support@polte.com. For questions on how to get started with an account, or other             

inquiries, visit us at https://www.polte.com/contact/. 

 

Figure 8: Polte IoT Cloud Geofence 
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